Within the Soundless Sound is the Keynote of the Universe. This Keynote resounds through all Matter, all Life. You, beloved, are part of That Life. Flowing through the members of your own body temple is that tangible Essence which we term THE LIGHT.

I, Gautama, stand with you in the Earth, radiating the Threefold Flame of My Heart to further augment that which you desire to achieve during the remainder of your present incarnation — such as expanding the Threefold Flame of your Heart, bringing forth your individual Christhood, and ultimately gaining your Ascension. Through this Light from My Heart, I assuredly do assist in reinforcing those aspects of the Threefold Flame which you might find lacking in yourself. This pressure of My Heart’s Light will contend with those reticent, recalcitrant, and stubborn misqualified substances which, due to all manner of ignorance, hang on within your garments.

The Light of God is always present to prod you along, giving you the encouragement to allow this Light to carry you to new heights of awareness. Many who think they have already arrived at the highest vibration they could possibly express know not what awaits them at the hour of their Ascension. But this can only happen once they have ceased to struggle with the world’s maya and illusion, and have instead taken on the strength of the oak and the Wisdom of the Almighty.

Oh beloved, many of you stand ready to receive these final Initiations leading up to the Ascension. But not one can approach the Flame of God without proper preparation. Everything you are doing by way of preparation is the Father’s business. And you must be about your Father’s Business! It is the reason behind all the study, the exercise, the mastery, the internalizing of the Light and Knowledge of the Sacred Fire given freely to you by the Ascended Masters and your own God Presence.

At every decisive moment God provides a sign that will furnish you with the direction in which to turn. Even should your inner ear not hear an actual voice speaking as the Voice of God, you will still receive ample signs from your own
Holy Christ Self – marking the path, not letting you stray too far, unless – and this is a most dangerous handicap – unless hindered by such a stubborn human ego that you cannot hear or will not listen to those promptings intended for your benefit.

You know yourself. You know those times when in the past you have embraced incorrect thoughts and feelings despite the warning of your own Holy Christ Self. You knew your willful choices were leading you into areas of life that would create conflict, personal cataclysms and all manner of karmic debts to be repaid. Like the rebellious egos of so many, you may have allowed those defiant cycles to play out. Now you have greater Wisdom. Now you understand that those pursuits did not bring the happiness you anticipated. For they could not possibly produce those qualifications of magnificence, grandeur, or joy you had hoped.

Oh beloved, in the stillness and quiet of your Heart, you will find the Peace and Joy you truly desire. Your Heart’s Divine Direction can be heard quite clearly. It will point you to the acceleration, upliftment and new heights of consciousness which you desire. Your own Holy Christ Self remains ever so close at hand, assisting whenever possible, offering its Guidance, Illumination, and Understanding of Life. One need only open their Heart and be. Yes, seemingly a difficult accomplishment, but easy to achieve once you have the key that unlocks the doorway of the Heart.

The key lies in the simple and childlike Faith that the Light of God is indeed all about you – scintillating, effervescent – affording you the necessary time and opportunity to exercise your free will and allow this Light to move in, through and around you. Watching and waiting, your Holy Christ Self is then free to determine the auspicious moment for your exposure to its new ideas, new concepts, and decidedly new ways of life and living. Each day can be just this momentous once you begin inviting your Holy Christ Self to move into every area of your life. As you awaken each morning, pause to consider how truly exciting is this Golden Opportunity!

As the times and the cycle unfold, and as you progress through your present lifetime, drawing closer and closer with your own Holy Christ Self, you will discover that along the way you are transformed. You are no longer thinking primarily of yourself. As the years progress, you begin thinking solely of others. From then on all that you do must bless and benefit others through the sheer givingness of your Heart. Allowing your Light to flow thusly brings you closer to the goal of all earthly incarnation – God Mastery through the Ascension. Then you will find yourself wearing a body fashioned of Ascended Master Light, moving in and among your Ascended Brothers and Sisters, accelerating God’s Light where you stand, and assisting the planet to become ALL LIGHT.

I, Gautama, know well how to approach the newly renovated mind, when bright new thoughts first begin to pass through your conscious awareness. And yet I do understand that it takes time to peel away the old, encrusted misconceptions,
the overlays of habit, and those thoughts acquired from the consciousness of others. You know the ones I’m speaking of...those old thoughts, the ones that inhibit the freedom of your own Christ Mind from expressing through your outer mind. For you have held on so very tightly to the old ways.

I, Gautama, am as old as the hills, and yet I embrace fresh, new expressions of the Divine Life each day. For, as the Primal Light comes forth from the Heart of God in the Great Central Sun, it is impressed with new levels of exquisite qualification by the Ascended Masters until it literally scintillates with new and beautiful forms, colors and rhythms. Its expression throughout Creation is never identical as before. For just like you, the Mind of God in His Allness is ever transforming, ever impressing upon Life more and more grandeur, more and more of the Magnificence of His ever present Love.

Mark each day of your incarnation as a step toward your Ascension. Recognize each day as a fresh opportunity to master a new level of Christhood. Thus, you will accelerate not only the cycles of your own Victory, but will also accelerate the Light in the Earth and hasten the day of its deliverance.

I have received the Thought Form of the Year 2002 from the Silent Watcher, Immaculata. She has impressed upon my consciousness the significance of this precious gift, for precious it truly is. Throughout the coming year, whenever you hold the Thought Form within your own awareness, the Light of your Crystal Cord will feed into it and hasten the day of its full manifestation. The cycle for its unfolding in your own life will be determined by your clarity, by your ability to focus your attention, sustained and unwavering, complete with all of the details as I relate them to you.

Allow for the Threefold Flame upon the Altar of your Heart to rise up, enveloping this Perfect Image and catapulting it as an Ideal of God Consciousness upon the screen of the Great Silence, to be returned once more into your safekeeping here below, nourished and sustained by your own externalized Christ Consciousness. And so may you continue throughout the year, repeating the cycle time and time again until there is sufficient Light gathered into the Thought Form to bring it fully into manifestation.

The Thought Form that we shall cherish throughout this coming year reveals a focus of Pure Light Substance, taking on the appearance of a Diamond Sunburst. Its Blue-White Radiance sparkles and scintillates, sending out long Rays of Penetrating Light which project into all areas of life. May I remind you of the ideal “At-One-Ment” of the Christ Self and outer self carefully illustrated in your Portrait of the Presence? Born of this Ideal Attunement, the Diamond Light is focused by the Third Eye of the Holy Christ Self and anchored upon the forehead of the outer form. In addition, as the Celestial Outpouring from the Sunburst cascades downward, it condenses to form a magnificent Mantle of Crystalline Light Substance, draping gently over the shoulders of the aspirant.

As it is settles upon the shoulders, they begin to straighten – strengthened and encouraged by the Christic Fire composing the Mantle. The Light of the
Thought Form coursing through each one’s being brings Healing and Abundance, foreshadowing the fulfillment of every need of that lifestream. Healing begins within the emotional, mental and physical bodies. The Light responsible for this Healing is focused through the Diamond Sunburst and projected into the Christic Mantle by the God Presence of each lifestream so blessed.

You ask, “Who is this aspirant who stands immersed within the Light of God, radiating the scintillating clarity of the Diamond Vision, wrapped in the Mantle of Christhood?” That lifestream is you. You are held forever within the gaze of Immaculata, and each lifestream in the earth is fashioned by Her Vision into their Christ Perfection. The Thought Form thus provides for the fullness of opportunity throughout this coming year for you to complete here below that foreknowledge of your Perfection sustained by the Ascended Host. Know well, beloved, that Its full realization will come to each one in the cycle and time designated by your own God Presence, for all are not given the same initiations at the same hour.

Know well that as you hold fast to the Light and to this Vision of your Christhood, it will draw closer and closer. It is important for the Thought Form to be realized throughout the world. Inwardly many will receive this Light, this magnificent key to their Christhood, whether they know of it outwardly or not. Some will wonder: “What could this mean? Am I the only one?” Until they meet a brother or sister on the path who will enlighten their outer understanding, revealing the inner meaning of that Image which they have been privileged to glimpse.

Within your own consciousness hold fast to every detail, seeing yourself standing with the Light of God all about you. Allow the Eyes of Eternity of your own God Presence to shine forth and convey to you the Blessing of the Father-Mother God. In time this Blessing will be passed on to those who inherit the Earth from you.

I, Gautama, seal this Vision with the Threefold Flame of My Heart. As it is sealed, it is likewise impressed upon the Threefold Flame of each lifestream in the Earth. For I, too, will hold this Image in my mind’s eye. I will feed the Light of my Threefold Flame into every detail. Thus strengthened, it is passed on to you, and to one and all across the earth.

My Love for the Light and my Love for you will nourish this Thought Form

Gautama